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Overview: We produced a mosaic of calibrated Galileo SSI data from EM1 and EM2, providing 

a nearly global multispectral map (-75% coverage) of the lunar surface. From this mosaic, we 

produced a spectral unit map by using supervised classification and a minimum-distance algorithm. 

Preliminary results of analysis of the spectral unit map include these observations: (1) exposures of 

nearly pure anorthosite are not distinguishable from immature highland soils with the SSI data; (2) 

the South PolelAitken basin interior has a very heterogeneous composition including several mare 

units and materials similar to Apollo 14 and Apollo 16 highlands; (3) cryptomare regions near 

SchillerlSchickard and Mendel-Rydberg are similar to the Apollo 14 mixed-lithology 

(highlandmare) unit; and (4) the previously published spectral-unit boundaries for nearside maria 

will require some refinements. 

The Galileo Solid-State Imaging (SSI) experiment acquired multispectral images of the Moon in 

1990 (EM1) and 1992 (EM2) [I]. SSI data were collected at wavelengths of 412, 560, 664, 731, 757, 

888, and 990 nm. The EM1 data cover the western lunar hemisphere (Orientale), including -45% of 

the farside, at resolutions of 4 to 30 kmlpixel. The EM2 data cover the lunar north polar, eastern 

limb, and nearside regions at resolutions of 1.1 to 5.3 kdpixel. Altogether, the EM1 and EM2 data 

cover -75% of the Moon's surface. Initial calibration and mosaicking of the datasets are described 

by [2]. More recently, we have updated the calibration and mosaicking of EM1 data in light of our 

experience and improved understanding of the SSI instrument and data characteristics after the EM2 

encounter. In addition, a fully calibrated EM2 nearside and north polar mosaic (incorporating 

mosaic sequences LUNMOS-6 and -7, with 10'-40' phase angles) is now available. We have 

produced a combined EMUEM2 mosaic of SSI data, providing a nearly global view of color 

variations on the Moon. 

We conducted a preliminary analysis of the EMUEM2 mosaic to examine major lunar color-unit 

boundaries and possible compositional affinities. Our analyses have used four of the seven SSI 

filters: (1) the 4121560 nm or "UVNIS" ratio, related to Ti02 content (high UVNIS-high Ti02 and 

vice versa) of mature mare soils [3]; (2) the 5601757 nm "continuum slope" (CS), related to Ti02 

content, composition, and maturity of soils; (3) the 7571968 nm 1-pm "mafic mineral" (MM) 

absorption, related to the abundance of Fe-bearing minerals in soils; and (4) the 560 nm "visible 

albedo" data. We performed a supervised classification (using a simple minimum-distance classifier) 

of the color-ratio and albedo data from the EMllEM2 mosaic. Spectral units used as training sites in 

the classification were (1) 11 mare basalts (distinguished by UVNIS, albedo, and 1-pm absorption 
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strength [4]); (2) 3 highlands units (the Apollo 14 and 16 landing sites and the Orientale ring 

anorthosite massif [5]); (3) 4 craters (Copernicus melt [6], the olivine-rich Bullialdus central peak [7], 

and the Aristarchus and Tycho interiors [2]); and (4) dark-mantle deposits (DMD; Aristarchus [8] 

and Apollo 171Taurus-Littrow [9] DMD). Classification results indicate that the inferred feldspathic 

composition of the anorthosite massif [5] in the Inner Rook Mountains of Orientale cannot be readily 

distinguished from the high-albedo, immature soils associated with fresh highland craters such as 

Tycho (both units are distinguished by high albedo and similar color properties). The region of the 

farside South Pole/Aitken (SPIA) basin shows highly heterogeneous spectral signatures indicative of 

extensive lithologic mixing [3,10], with possible compositional affinities to Apollo 14 and Apollo 16 

highland materials and an asymmetric distribution of mixed mare types. The southern region of 

SPIA shows a slightly stronger MM absorption than the northern region, suggesting a more mafic 

composition. Cryptomare deposits of the Mendel-Rydberg [3,10] and SchillerISchickard 

[3,10,11,12] regions---as well as highlands units northwest of Mare Frigoris---show compositional 

affinities with the Apollo 14 highlands spectral unit. This highland affinity might be expected for 

compositionally mixed highlanddmare units such as those sampled by Apollo 14 [13]. DMD at 

Aristarchus Plateau and at Sulpicius Gallus are spectrally similar (low UVNIS, strong MM) but are 

distinct from the DMD at ~au&s-l it trow and Sinus Aestuum (-high UVNIS, -weak MM). These 

spectral affinities are consistent with previous results. Earth-based spectra for DMD at Aristarchus 

Plateau [8] and Sulpicius Gallus [14] show prominent iron absorptions, suggesting that these deposits 

have a significant component of Fe-bearing glass beads similar to those sampled at Taurus-Littrow 

[9]. Spectral signatures of DMD at Taurus-Littrow and Sinus Aestuum are thought to be dominated 

by black, devitrified beads identified by Apollo 17 [15]. 

Continued analyses of this multispectral Galileo SSI EM1 and EM2 mosaic will enable us to 

refine existing spectral unit boundaries and perhaps to identify previously unrecognized spectral 

classes among the lunar soils. It is also anticipated that analyses of these data will result in an 

improved baseline dataset for site selection, image targeting, calibration, and multispectral image 

analysis for the SDIOINASA Clementine mission. 
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